










Regions and ethnic groups that contributed to the ancestral heritage of African Americans:













Ayuba Suleiman Diallo (1701–
1773): Fulbe Muslim ensnared in 
transatlantic slave trade; born in 
present-day Senegal; memoirs 
were one of the first slave 
narratives, published by Thomas 
Bluett as Some Memories of the 
Life of Job, the Son of the 
Solomon High Priest of Boonda
in Africa; Who was enslaved 
about two Years in Maryland; and 
afterwards being brought to 
England, was set free, and sent to 
his native Land in the Year 1734.









Excerpt from Ned Sublette, Cuba and Its Music: From the First Drums to the Mambo
(Chicago Review Press, 2007)



















Slide available at https://www.slideshare.net/parker1220/unit-4-civil-war















“The HeLa line were not the first 
to reproduce on their own. Many 
cells had been cultured, including 
cancer cells. The HeLa line was 
the first not to become non-viable 
after a few dozen generations. 
Most cancer cells can’t repair 
themselves in each generation, 
but the HeLa line can do that. A 
few other such lines have been 
discovered since, and we now can 
create them with recombinant 
DNA techniques, but for some 
decades HeLa stood alone. 
Thousands of scientists built 
research careers around the 
line…”

Quote from Mholsen at
https://kchronicles.com/comic/thi
nk-black-her-story-month-
henrietta-lacks/





Conjure woman 
from Washington County Georgia 
and great grandmother of artist Inga 
Kimberly Brown.



Excerpt from Yvonne P. Chireau, Black Magic: Religion and the African-American Conjuring 
Tradition (Berkeley: University of  California Press, 2003)



Excerpt from Yvonne P. Chireau, Black Magic: Religion and the African-American Conjuring 
Tradition (Berkeley: University of  California Press, 2003)









The Blues = “Secular spirituals” 
that still give voice to collective afflictions
and historically contained many implicit and explicit 
references to hoodoo, conjure, and rootworkers
like the renowned Aunt Caroline Dye













Portrait of New Orleans Black Spiritual Church leader Reverend Mother Lydia Gifford, 
1974, by Michael P. Smith









Kalimah Johnson, SASHA (Sexual Assault Services for Holistic Healing and Awareness) 
Center







A meme 
on the theme…








